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요 약. 제 이 양자화 형식을 이용하여 분자 exciton 상태에서의 Stark 효과를 설명하는 이론을 

전개 하였다. 하나의 단위 세포당 두 개 이상의 분자를 함유하는 결정 에서의 스펙트럼 분리 는 Stark효 

과 뿐만 아니 라 Davydov 효과에 도 관계 있으므로 이 두 효과를 모두 고려 하여 결과에 반영되 도록 하 

였다. 특히 단위세포당 두개의 분자를 함유하는 결정에 있어서의 스펙트럼분리는 외부에서 걸어준 

균일한 전기장의 세기에 따라 쌍곡선함수적으로 변한다는 것을 보였으며 이로부터 한 분자의 들뜬 

상태에서의 쌍극자모멘트에 관한 정보를 얻을 수 있음을 밝혔다.

ABSTRACT. A formal theory to explain the Stark effect in molecular exciton states is developed 
using the second-quantization formalism. In this theory not only the Stark effect but also the Davy
dov effect are explicitly taken into consideration since the observed spectral splitting in the UV 
spectra for molecular crystals with two or more molecules per unit cell may be the result of combination 
of the above two effects. Especially for molecular crystals containing two molecules in a unit cell 
the splitting is shown to be hy가erbolically dependent upon the strength of an externally applied, 
uniform electric field, from which informations regarding the excited state dipole moments of a 
single molecule may be obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The UV absorption spectra of pure molecular 
■crystals, where intermolecular interactions are 
very weak, show in many respects appearances 
similar to those of the corresponding solution or 
gas phase spectra ； that is, the absorption bands 

observed in the solution or gas phase spectra ap
pear in 나le crystal spectra, too. The effect of 
intermolecular interactions on the crystal spectra 
shows up, though not considerable, through the 
shift of band centers and/or increased (or decreas
ed) band intensities. In particular in molecular 
crystals which contain two or more molecules in 
a unit cell the splitting of absorption bands a
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rises, which is not observable in the solution or 
gas phase spectra. Such spectral splitting are 
due to the resonance interactions among trans* 
lationally inequivalent sets of molecules in the 
crystal and the corresponding phenomeonon is 
now called "the Davydov splitting" following 
the name of Russian physicist who first explain
ed the observed spectral splitting theoretical
ly. E

Measurements and theoretical interpretation앙 of 
the Davydov splitting are important because they 
can give us a good deal of insight into the 
nature of intermolecular interactions in many mo
lecular crystals. Unfortunately, for many molec
ular crystals the magnitude of Davydov splitting 
is not quite notable and it is not an easy matter 
to measure the splitting with su伍cient accuracy 
in actual experiments. A number of molecular 
crystals (particularly, of aromatic hydrocarbons) 
have been reported to have the splitting of a 
few hundred cm-1. 7^8 Most of theoretical calcu
lations of the Davydov splitting for these crystals 
have been performed using the dipole-dipole 
approximation and have yielded reasonable 
results.

On the other hand Hochstrasser and his co
workers9,10 have recenly published a series of pa
pers regarding the effect of an externally appli~ 
ed, uniform electric field on the absorption 
spectra of molecular crystals and have suggested a 
new method of determining the (electric) dipole 
moment of a single molecule in an electronically 
excited state. They have shown in somewhat 
simplified manner that for molecular crystals con
taining two or more molecules in a unit cell 
the spectral splitting can be induced by the ap
plied electric field even when the Davydov split
ting is not considered to be observable, and such 
a spectral splitting, which will be referred to as 
the Stark splitting henceforth, is related to the 
difference between the dipole moment for the 
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ground state and that for an electronically ex- 
cited state the transition to which corresponds to 
the observed absorption band. Hence, measure
ments of the Stark splitting can provide a me찬ns 
of estimating the magnitude of dipole moment 
for a single molecule in an electronically excited 
state, and Hochstrasser and his co-workers have 
indeed carried out experiments employing the 
uniform electric field ranging from 2. Ox 104 to 
10. 0 x 104 volts/cm. They have reported that an 
electric field of 7. 3 x 104 volts/cm gave a mean 
Stark splitting of 5.9 cm-1 for benzophenone 
crystals in the state at 4. 2°K. Also, the ob
served Stark splitting were found to increase line
arly with increasing electric field strength and 
the slopes of thus obtained straight lines were 
used for estimating the magnitudes of dipole 
moments for the molecule in various excited states 
involved in the transitions corresponding to the 
observed absorption bands. However, strictly 
speaking, the results obtained by Hochstrasser et 
al. must be said to be applicable only to the 
case where the Davydov and intermolecular 
interaction effect are negligible compared to the 
effect of electric field. Also, in order to obtain 
theoretically interpretable results one must per
form the experiment under the condition that 
enables the Stark splittings to be observed at the 
field strength kept as low as possible because too 
strong field may cause some secondary effects 
which cannot be handled theroetically very well.

In this paper the effect of an externally appli
ed, uniform electric field on the absorption bands 
in molecular crystals is investigated theoretically 
and is generalized so that the method of determi
ning the excited state dipole moment of a mole
cule proposed by Hochstrasser et al. may be 
applied even to the cases where the Davydov 
effect is not negligible. The change in intermo- 
lecular interaction and the induced polarization 
due to the presence of an electic field is, how 
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ever, assumed to be small and not much attention 
will be paid to this.11 In order to formulate the 
problem mathematically we adopt the molecular 
exciton theory which has been extensively de
veloped by Davydov, Agranovitch, Craig, and 
others. 12 Mathematical treatment of the problem 
described in this paper is apparently similar to 
that of Agranovitch；13 however, there is an 
obvious distinction between the latter and ours 
since the crystal under consideration here is sub
ject to the influence of an electric field. The 
theory in this paper is developed with tacit as
sumption of the rigid lattice and no intramolecu
lar vibration. However, the same formalism can 
easily be extended to include the vibronic 
states.14

2. Derivation of the Secand-Quantized 
Crystal Hamiltonian

Consider a pure molecular crystal with two or 
more molecules in a unit cell. In the presence 
of an externally applied, uniform electric field, 
e, th은 electronic part of the Hamiltonian for 
such a crystal as described above may be written

H = Ho + V (2-1)

where HG is the sum of electronic Hamiltonian 
for individual molecules in the presence of electric 
field, e, and V denotes the sum of intermolecu- 
lar interactions in the crystal. For convenience 
let us denote the molecular site at the。一th site 
of n-th cell by the symbol (_na). Then we may 
rewrite Hq and V explicitly into

屋以(2-2) n a

and

V = 了 Vg河 (2-3)乙 n a, mg

whe re

盟 (2-4“)na

and

Ho ⑴=—(2—4b) n a

In the above expressions hna and ㈱ represent 
the electronic Hamiltonian for an isolated mole
cule located at the site («a) in the presence and 
absence of e, respectively, Vna,，祁 stands for 
the intermolecular interaction between the mo' 
lecule at the site (na) and that at the site (히炳, 

and fina denotes the (electric) dipole moment 
operator for the molecule at the site (na). Also, 
the prime on the summation symbol Z2 means « a.
excluding the term for which na=mfi from the 
indicated summation.

Let the eigenfunctions of hna and 鵬 be ex' 
pressed by the functions </){a and 况“ respectively, 
and the corresponding energy eigenvalues by 
E{a and 4由 Then we may write

hna(原=EL <pL (2-5)

㈱盛a =《a况a (2-6)

with f representing the appropriate quantum 
number (s) for an electronic state.

If we designate the creation and annihilation 
operator for the molecular state <p(a by and 
(说 respectively, we may rewrite the Hamilton
ian (2-1) in terms of and a{a as follows:15

H二二 XX E{a a{ana. f
+ * M S 祁(fg；尸g')招，爲 

乙 na.m^ f,fr g,g'

xq品 (2-7)

where16

V„a,邺侦g； 啤청 Vna,mfi 临。膈 dr

-exchange terms. (2-8)

The operators 朮 and a»a are known to be the 
so-called "Pauli operators** and satisfy the follow
ing commutation relations:
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况*〕=0 unless f~g and na~m^
13么，"爲〕=〔。爲 蔑志〕=0,

and

〔以，=1 (2-9)
They are known also to satisfy the following 
important sum rules：

— l (2-10a)f
and

源戒=©N, (2-10^)na f 
where N is the number of unit cells in the 
crystal and(7 denotes the number of molecules 
contained in a unit cell.

In the molecular exciton theory we use the 
(localized) electronic exciton creation and annihi
lation operator, B{a and B(ai instead of a落 and 
a{a. According to Agranovitch B{a and B妇 can 
be defined in terms of 成扌 and a{a as follows：

房房a and 依 4 (2~11)

where the superscript 0 represents the elec
tronic ground state and f the excited state. The 
occu pation numbers for the state f and 0, 
Nnc((f) and Nna(0), respectively, are given by 

Nqf、)=a£方 a{a and Ma(0)=蒙匚，彼

(2-12)

It is obvious that Nna(f) and Nna (0) are equal 
to either 1 or 0, and if Nna (/) =1, Nna (/Q for 
some other state ff is zero. Hence, it is always 
true that

ND M“(o)=o

for the state f other than the ground state. 
Therefore,

B(a 戒扌(&a 房才 afna
=NZ)〔1一 W0)〕

=M。)

(2-14)

.Accordingly, B爲 and also satisfy the sum 

rules

玖=1 (2-15a)f

and

EE 雎 이「二应 na f

It can also be shown that the statistical consider
ations17 lead us to the conclusion that B依 and 

approximately satisfy the following commu
tation rules：

(B4,厚*〕=1, (2—18)

〔房］, B詩 =〔B벒' B痢 =0, (2-166)

and

〔同，現*) =0 unless na=m^ and f— g.
(2T6c)

That is, in this sense and are the Bose 
operators. In Appendix I it is shown that the 
Hamiltonian (2-7) may berewritten in terms of 
B(a and B{a into the following form：

H=E°+X £出，监處na /(W0)
+ 志 S V"5(f0； 0尸)㈤；+BQ

N g 끼日 f.f'30)
x (B；特 +1编 (227)

where

Eo—electronic ground state energy for the en" 
tire crystal in the presence of electric field, 

=】底+咨 M (00； 00) I (2-18) 
na < 乙 '

and

出产{EJ%
+ 切；{卩吋必(~f("0)T%w(Q0：00)L 

저' (2-19)

The second part in the expression (2-19) may 
be regarded as the change in van der Waals 
interactions for the crystal on eletronic excitation 
of a single molecule in the presence of an elec
tric field. The apparent form of the derived 
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crystal Hamiltonian (2~17) may seem to resemble 
those used by other people,18 but unlike the 
latter the effect of an electric field is implicitly- 
incorporated into the expression (2-17) since we 
are working on the basis of 傷 representation, 
not on the(p^a representation.

3. Diagonalization of the Crystal 
Hamiltonian

In order to find the energy eigenvalues for 
elenentary excitation we have to diagonalize the 
Hamiltonian (2-17). To do so, we adopt the 
Tyablikov's method of diagonalization of Hamil
tonian of the quadratic form19,20 and proceed as 
follows. Suppose that by a canonical transform
ation the Hamiltonian can be converted into the 
follo^ving form in terms of a set of new Bose 
operators and 打

(32)

Then, the equations of motion for the operators 
and 溢 may be written in the form

쓰 &p=iE总 (3-2a)

and

으 B ㈤ = TEM (3-2方)

where we have made use of the following pro
perties of c..-7 and 肅

l n —月 一 Jl for #=#'
l頌，”，丄J —S，— otherwise (3-32)

and

〔&,&，〕=〔#,£；〕=(). (3-涉)

Now, we assume that 踞- and can be 
written in terms and 孔 as follows-

(na, /) f J + J

(3-S

照雄

貼=£ h如 3a, f) &Z片 3a,f)涓 (32力)-

Using the Hamiltonian (2-17), one can obtain 
the equations of motion for the operator B罗 in : 
the following form：

8仔〕=/{4么 8仔

+ X' E 庭(fo； Of') (，跖*+끼3}
(3-5)

Substitution of (3-4<z) into Eq. (3_5) and use 
of Eqs. (3-2a) and (3-23) yield

£： {互戒(小项)#— E*，“ (na ) &}
=曷{分，0* «：(»«,/)

+EZ E Vm,ma(f0; Of') (癮(，끼3J') 
，邪 fKM、

+功产(，까3, 产))〕+&,0£
+ 刀'E V，"顷(/0；(成)("“(源,尸)
展尸V。)

+相林」'))〕}• (3~6)、

since 孔 and & are linearly independent of each 
other, coefficients of these operators in Eq. (3-6) 
should identically vanishing for all 以.Thus 
we obtain

(玖一，匕)”#(?zaj)= — (& + 4《)〃心(似/,

=2了 x叽皿崩(f。； or)3面&广)
꺼，3 戶(尹0)

+?")标，广)〕. (3-7)

We impose the following normalization con
dition on the solutions 叽and .

S E (naj)u^(na,f )—v^na,f)
na /(#0)

(3-8)

Then Eq. (3-7) along with (3-8) uniquely de
termines the solutions and (na,f).
Also, substituting (3-4r) and (3-4歹)into (2~ 
1%) through (2T6c) and making use of the 
relations (3~3<z) and (3-3b) we can obtain 
another important orthonormality conditions：

2”奴(na「)u* (源,尸)—% 3")

伏 (하B f)} =爲点2”， (3-9G

and and
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f) v* D — v* (na, f)u

xug 广)} =0・ (3-9&)

In Appendix II we derive some other useful 
orthogonality relations for (n(x,f) and 
p“ (net,/) and it will be shown that the eigenvalues 
for Eq. (3-7), E# are real and positive.

For simplicity, let
以(酒 J) 三三 叫(酒 J)+ 치*，

We may rewrite Eq. (3~7) into the following 
form：

財昭 f、)=一-븦气务 u^na.f). (3-10)

It then follows from the definition of (na,f) 
and Eq. (3-7) that

以 3a, /、) = (1 —으"+号%「) uii 3四 f)

or =它顷叫(")

WMJ)= -乌*土 (3T1)

Substituting (3-11) into (3-7), we obtain

(玖一,帯)礼(na,/)
= 24£ E E V心짜 (fO； 0广) 郊广)

(3T2)

In Appendix III it is shown that if the relation" 
ship (3-7) Cor (3-12)〕holds, then 바】e Hamib 
tonian (2T_7) is diagonalized into the following 
form：

H=E°-尹員京％(")『)

+习归舟括“ (3-13)

4. Determination of the Excitation 
Energy E*

In order to determine the elementary excitation 
(that is, molecular exciton in the presence of an 
electric field) energy, E# we must solve Eq. 
(3~12) with respect to the coefficients (na,/). 
Since translational symmetry of the crystal 
remains intact despite the presence of a uniform 
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electric field e, we look for the solution of the 
following form：

以(na,f) = (1而)*勒(//,/) exp(ik-rna), 
(4-1)

where k is the appropriate wave vector and rna 
is the position vector for the site (na) with re
spect to an arbitrarily chosen origin.

Subsitution of (4T) into (3T2) gives us

(玲一德)

= 2以 夺；屈JI顷 (fO；Q尸)*财土시 

x 特(两， (4-2)
It is difficult to obtain the solutions by solving 
Eq. (4-2) directly because the factor Vna,m^f^\ 
Of7) interconnects two different (molecular) elec- 
tronic states f and ff. However, in order to 
predict the position of a band center we may 
restrict ourselves to the case for which f=仁 

In other words, to a good aproximation we may 
exclude all other terms except the term repre
senting the intermolecular resonance interaction, 
卩血函(f0； 0/). Then, Eq. (4-2) is further 
simplified to

㈤2—肮)砌WJ)

= 24" E쟤fQ
林

x 洗(A孫). (4-3)

In molecular crystals where intermolecular 
interactions^ are weak energies for the exciton 
states areT notTniuch different from those fo호 

the corresponding electronic states of a single 
molecule in 난】e crystal, and therefore one may 
replace the term (E/—，卷)by 24£(E“一 

Hence

(Er—£此〉祁％ (“J)

=切 V”，必(0 ；o
(4-4)

The approximation^we have just adopted is equi
valent to the so-called Heitler-London approxi
mation. 21 For convenience, let ,us introduce two 
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quantities called the equivalent sum and the in
equivalent sum designated by and L% (人:)， 

respectively, which are defined as below：

二X Vna,ma "板af 시

(4-&z) 

and

Z為(k)=》二14"弟(广0 ； 0/、)*由(顷-踞)(4一5力)

Since EM 티。厶丄 L£a 아C)、and Z新 (盼 are in" 
dependent of the index n which represents a 
particular unit cell, we may drop such index 
from the above-mentioned quantities without any 
ambiguity. Thus Eq. (4一4) may be reexpressed 
in terms of (4一5公)and (4一5力)as follows:

[Eg—M-LMK)、｝神(％須)

—E 以目(左)酒*(#/). (a=l, 2, ...... cr)
(4-6)

E“ can be determined by solving the secular 
equation

det〔｛E#—Ja—L爲새】)｝ 3邛一匕部(左)〕=0
(a = l, 2,…(7 ； 3=L 2,…a) (4-7)

Eq. (4-7), in general, yields a solutions for E” 
which correspond to energy levels of the g ex
citon bands in the presence of an electric field. 
The oscillator strength of the photon induced 
transition from the ground state to the state of 
玖is

住"饗f房〉w•滯)

>< 或 3a, f)e~iQ- % 12 (4-8)

where Q is the propagation vector of the pho
ton, eg the polarization vector of the photon 
and “爲=J祝扌 卩is the transition dipole.22

Actual application of Eq. (4-6) to molecular 
crystals requires knowledge of the crystal struct
ure data as well as experimental conditions 
such as the polarization plane and direction of 
propagation vector of the light wave used, and we 

cannot go further beyond this stage. However, 
for illustration of the theory developed thus far 
let us cons너er the case where two molecules are 
contained in a unit cell. In this case the secular 
equation (4-7) becomes

|E“一，｛一 £么(左)—L^(Ar)
~Lf.(k) 耳一萬一扇(左)=°・

(4-9).

The two solutions for E打 of the above equation 
are given by

•研0:) = *〔出+用+(盼+乙如*)] 

士专〔供一』+以0)一陽*) ｝ 2

+4|乙丄애:) 1少/2. (4-10)

where we have noted the relation

Lfk) =Z為(*) *.

The solutions represented by (4-10) give two 
exciton bands originating from the jJh electronic 
state of an isolated molecule.

5. Stark Effect and Davydov Splitting

In order to discuss the Davydov splitting and 
the Stark effect in molecular crystals let us con" 
sider the case where two molecules are contained 
in a unit cell. The two energy levels given by 
(4T0) would be degenerate if it were not for 
either intermolecular interaction or an externally 
applied electric field or bo：h, and the absorption 
line corresponding to the transitions to such 
levels (from the crystal ground state) would 
constitute a singlet. Howewer, in actual crystal 
spectra the would-be singlet will appear as a 
doublet due to the presence of afore-mentioned 
intermolecular interaction and an electric field, 
and such spectral splitting can in turn be used to 
estimate the effect of intermolecular interactions 
and/or an externally applied field. One of the 
difficult problems here is that an externally ap
plied field itself may influence indirectly the inter- 
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molecular interactions via reorientation of perma
nent dipole moments and induced polarization 
■and thus affected intermolecular interactions them
selves can in turn alter the strength of field 
actually "felt" by molecules. This is the kind 
of difficulty which is essential to all the many
body problems and must be treated in a self-con- 
sistent manner. In order to avoid such a diffi
culty we take only the direct interaction between 
the molecular dipole moment and an external 
field into consideration in this paper assuming 
intuitively that effect of the field on intermolecu- 
lar interactions, particularly for weak transitions 
in molecular crystals, may be ignored. However 
in a paper subsequent to this we intend to de
velop a method of estimating the magnitude of 
such effect for the crystals where intermolecular 
interactions are of appreciable magnitude.

Taking the difference of two energy levels 
given by (4一 10), we may write

三 —E厂％)

=〔{出一出+L£M)一以心)}2
+ 4|Z爲(A:)【勺(5-1)

In the exciton spectroscopy the selection rule 
is k=Q 严 where Q is the propagation vector of 
incident electromagnetic wave. Since in the 
region of electromagnetic spectrum which we 
are concerned with here | Q | ^0,24 we may re- 
present the selection rule by |&“=0. However, 
when using such selection rule, one must be 
careful because 丄么애" and L%(、k) are nonana' 
lytic in the vicinity of k=Q.25,26 In other words 
there is no unique exciton band defined at 在=0, 
the center of Brillouin zone. If we, however, 
specify the direction of k near k=0, v/e can 
get out of this trouble. For an arbitrary direction 
of k (or Q) LMJd) is not in general equal to 
球。)，and Eq.(5~1) cannot be further simplifi
ed and comparison of an experimentally measur- 
ed splitting with theoretically calculated one 
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will become a complicated matter. Hcwever, if 
we choose the direction of incident light wave 
such that its propagation vector be either parallel 
or perpendicular to the plane of symmetry of 
the crystal, it may be shown that26

L 侦(K)=Lh(k、).

Under these conditions the spectral splitting is 
given by

您顶(0) =〔0-&)2 +41」咯(0) |2)1/9.
(5-2)

Since the change in the van der Waals energy 
(the second part of Eq. (2-19)) has been as
sumed to be affected very little ty the presence of 
an external field £, we may approximate 成一成 

by (EJES) — (E£—E?) and the latter can be 
estimated using the perturbation theory.

Application of the first-order perturbation theo
ry to Eqs. (2—5) and (2-6) gives us

E，一— 4以•£ (5-3a)

and

E E空(驾—成)—△於广 & (5~33)

where

上也£三词?—0湛
=J*)셔‘“a 况汝一丁戒*如此丘 (5~4a)

and

厶矶三调一處)

=&**曲以 办一待野伽诚d匸 (50)

Ap.fa represents the vectorial difference between^ 
the dipole moment for the /너:h (excited) state 
and that for the ground state in the molecule 
with orientation a and means the same 
thing fcr the molecule with orientation /3.

For pure molecular crystals 戒=«,夜=*, and 
!厶K i = I 也诺 I 三加 since all the molecules in 
the crystal are of the same kind. Hence

戒一如分•£
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=4波(cos COS ^a)£ (5-5)

where 0a and % are angles which Z"诺 and 厶卩% 

make with the electric field £, respectively. If 
the molecular and crystal structure and the di
rection of £ relative to the crystal axes are known 
one can calculate the term (cos。厂 cos。為. 

Substituting (5~5) into Eq. (5-2), we obtain 
the following expression representing the ob
served spectral splitting：

匕㈤•(())=〔{，* (cos 僞—cos 0a)e}2
+4|U(0)l2J1/2 (5-6)

If we measure the spectral splittings for various 
strengths and directions of e while the propa
gation vector of incident light wave is made to be 
either parallel or psrpeadicular to the plane of 
symmetry of the crystal, we can obtain the 
values for 厶旳 If we plot JE/(0) against 厶仅 

(cos cos we will obtain a hyperbolic 
curve as shown in the Fig. 1 provided that e is 
not too large.

In the limit that e = 0 we obtain 2 j (0) |for 
AEf (0), which is the well-known Davydov 
splitting. On the other hand if the Davydov 
splitting 21 (0) f is negligibly small, Eq. (5~6)
reduces to the relation used by Hochstrasser et 
시. Thus our formula for the spectral splitting

Fig. 1. Plot of JE/(0) against |，處(cos 涉#—cos 涉展丨 
(not drawn to scale. The slope of asymptotic 
line for the hyperbola is 1.)

〔Eq. (5-6)) can be considered to represent the 
combined e任ect of external field and intermo' 
lecular resonance interactions correctly. Though 
the type of experiment described here has yet to- 
be performed, the results obtained by Hochstra
sser and Lin27 provide some evidences that the： 
formula (5-6) is indeed reasonable.

6. Conclusions and Discussions

We have developed here a theory to explain： 
the Stark effect in molecular exciton states for 
the crystals containing two or more molecules, 
in a unit cell to the extent that the theory can 
be applied to the case where the Davydov 
splitting is not negligible compared to the Stark 
splitting under the assumption that the externally 
applied electric field is low enough for the change
in intermolecular interactions to be ignored. The 
result derived for the crystals containing two- 
molecules in a unit cell correctly shows the com- 
bined effect of both electric fieled and inter
molecular resonance interactions, and this in turn 
can be used to estimate the values for vectorial 
difference between the dipole moment for the- 
excited state and that for the ground state. There 
are two important points we have to mention in 
connection with the experiment described here. 
The first is that the measured quantity 如f itself 
is not necessarily equal to the difference between 
the magnitude of excited state dipole moment 
and that of the ground state dipole moment since 

is merely the magnitude of vectorial differ
ence between these two dipole moments. Only 
when the direction of molecular dipole moment 
remains unchanged on electronic excitation, we 
can regard 厶卩丁 as the deference between the 
magnitude of excited state dipole moment and 
that of the ground state dipole moment. The 
second is that in the experiment described here 
the absolute sign for 厶伊 cannot be determined. 
In order to determine the magnitude of dipole 
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moment for an excited state one must obtain the 
additional information from some other sources 
regarding whether the magnitude of dipole mo* 
ment increases or decreases on electronic exci
tation in a molecule. There are some indications 
that the magnitude of dipole moment in mole
cules is likely to decrease on electronic exci
tation. 23,29 The theory developed here can easily 
be extended to the case where there are more 
than two molecules except that the calculations 
involved are more complicated than in the case 
of two molecules per unit cell. The observed 
spectral splitting plotted against the applied field 
strength is expected to show a hyperbolic curve 
provided that the Davydov splitting is not 
negligibly small and the applied field is not too 
strong. If we can identify the factor group to 
which the unit cell of the crystal under consider
ation does belong, the actual calculation will be 
greatly facilitated. Since we did not take into 
consideration the electron spins and interactions 
between them, the theory developed here may 
be applied only to the case of excited singlet 
states. Regarding extension of the theory to tri
plet states we intend to publish elsewhere.

Appendix I
By making use of the various properties of 

operators q么,B侦,and B„a the first term in 
the Hamiltonian （2-7） may be rewritten as foil' 
ows：

E S E：花；&么 nn f
*當房r + W 52 % & aLnn net

=乂 E?a（l—】a„a a^a） +E £ E么 aQ afna na .fJG） 松
=£玲―H £ （玖一M） 或 nn tt't 广
=E E （战一EQB# BL （.41-1） na ”，t f < 0）

Since the concentration of excited molecules is 
very low, we may ignore the interaction be
tween two excited molecules. Thus among the 
second term in the Hamiltonian （2-7） we are 
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left only with terms involving 匕心,，林（了0；須'0）. 
卩，皿，祁（00：丿J"）, Vna.m^fQ；0f,'） and 
Vna,m^ （Of；广 0）.

In this approximation the second term of the 
Hamiltonian （2-7） may be shown to take the 
form

i- S Vs （00； 00）成「爲 以 必 
乙 net, 짜5
+ Vna,m^（fQ；/0）a{i 密 姑 次3

+ * 以）아3（Qf：0j、） 戒 a話 我 臨

+ * Xj/^_ na 00） Q-na 房a 4爲

.+T„«S，/島爲以 a"a 喘

+牛U E 2Z卩云总/"）；。尸）"才房a a爲 
Z 까尸（部）■广3。）

+ *嘉 爲）以y*s" ；"腥* a"? 새，a瞞 

（*2）

We may rewrite （01-2） in terms of B落 and 
as f시lows：

+咨Sz 
匕 na, 꺼日

+夺Ez 
乙 na, mB

+志急
Cj na, m

na, mp
E7

丄2
 1
 
一
2
 1
 
一
2
 

丄 2
 

+
 

+

+

+

na, m.S

E

V«,m（00；00） （l-£•f（*0）
x （1-E BE冲） 

广（WO）

攵71一】畔说;）
"30）

E Vna,m8（0f：0f）/c*o） ^
x （1—X拟矶* •跖

"部）

爲丫皿赫、伊：00）砥+ B%

£ 卩％験（00；^）B£ B%f,厂 33
鬲京*w（/o；M'）码 <

£丄*吋源（°广；jfO） B£ B*.

Terms involving the operators 既B*说；, 

etc. are ignored since these terms represent the 
exciton-exciton collision terms which are of little 
importance when the concentration of excited 
molecules is low as in our case.

Assuming the states（况;s are nondegenerate, 
we may take（/）£ as real functions. Then

时（fO：fO）=丁【饥《卩|阴就2吗° dT
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—exchange terms,
卩y赫必；00) =咯 m(00#‘)

=vna> m 的(Of ；/0) = vna 書(fo; Of), etc.

Hence the second term of the Hamiltonian (2-7) 
may be simplified to

咨 E Kg祁(00； 00) 
乙 net, mB
一急 X Vgf(00；00) BM~B八na, m,3 f ( *0)
+ S V„a,^(f0；f0) B驀 BLna, /( —0)
+芸急习心0；此)(殄+協) 

乙 na, f,广(±0)
X (B舞十 Bg). (AI-3)

Collecting (AIT) and (且I-3), we obtain the 
Hamiltonian (2-17).

Appendix II
First we prove that the eigenvalues of Eq. (3 

-7) are real and positive. From the normalization 
condition (3~8) we have

E，£=E^ E . {u^naj)u^{na, f)
一-七(g,/)七*0血,/)}

= £ 总、{,初 I u 注 {naj} |2+4<| 힌“ 3a,f) |2} 
+ S卩沮eGOO尸淄(血如) na. m,S f,須'30)

产)， (AII-l')

where we have used Eq.(3-7). Since the righf 
Kand side of (zlli-l) is real, E* is also real. 
Also, as shown by Tyablikov,20 substitutions 
3/) —。'*, u* and E—*-E，in Eq. (3-7) 
will yield another set of equations with eigen
values E% = — E宀 however, the normalization 
condition in this case should be written as

S S {u" ,{fna. (na,f) na f(^0)
—厲3a,f、) 犬, ("간:,•广)} =—&“，.

Hence, the selection of the solutions correspond
ing to E〉0 and the normalization condition 
(3-8) automatically excludes the solutions with 
EO.

Now we prove that

S S {妃na,f)u*, (na,f) na 顶30)
席 3心)}=6曲, (/HI-2) 

and

S S {uM、na,f、)％,(na“f)na
一야Sa,/、) 他，(g,須)} =0. (AII-3)

From (3-7)

玖S S {"卩(泌J)姥3a,f) g /M0)
一驻(치a,f)p* {naj}}
=S S Mh知3a,f)宓(na,f、)
+ %(g,f)博(na,/)} + Sz Sf, /*C=tO)

Vmw肅(、f0；0j*'位2씨3,f'、位糸 (na,f\ (All-4) 

Interchanging p. and p! and complex-con
jugating in (2HI-4), we have

玖 2"気"시加J)宓 3a,f、)一p*g,f、)

c?■(««,/)} = Z S 厶滄s(na,f)娣(이a,f) na '
+ 七(酒")功+ Snn, m3 f, 丁 '(于。)

卩8,时妁们；(成)述{m^Du^na.f). (.411-5)

Subtracting (AII-5) from (All—4), we obtain

(E 厂 E F), f) u* {na, f) 
—v^na,f)v^{na,f}} =0 (All-6)

On the other hand from (3」7) we may write 
another identity as follows：

E* E S {u^na,f)v^(na,f)
，瑚 g0) "

一%〈na,f')zy(、gf')，=Z S {旳血a,/、)

{na,/) 十% (na, f') uie {naj}}
+ Sz S 0/z)wu(标,J기、)E.m.；/，(部) ’
逐 na，f\ (All-7)

Interchanging ti and u!, we obtain

一E&, 习尸気{z%(根,J") 血,/')

"皿 fj = W 总、{縁 (電，f) 膈 어a, f) 
-tv:-((na,f)u^(na,f)} + 如'Z
K心 M ； 0尸厲用掰, 尸邑"/)■ (•씨卜 7),

Subtracting (/1II-8) frorsi (zlII-7), we have

(E.-E,/) S S {吃(松,Q%。％ /) n'i /(7-0)
一 d (次,f) ufl- (na, f)}~Q (All-9)

Eqs. (.411-6) and (/III-9) prove (71II-2) and 
(AII-3), respectively.
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Appendix III
By direct substitution of （3~4a） and （3—4，） 

into （2~17） and use of the commutation rules 
（3-&z） and （3-观，）we obtain

H—Eo+S 4"浦，%応容 
心'

丄+ m D叩定氏心 （AIII-1）

where

丄必,=Z 见0*%*（&, /） ty 3a, f、）

一* £' S Vg，MfO；0尸）玲 3% f）
厶 n a,m5 f, f '（主。）
迅，負）,

瓦中，=紀 S △岳*na,f、）T為 3a,f）na
+ X Sz S V“5（fo；0/0吼（na,/） 

广3。）
诺（林,尸），

G中，=Z S 4以: （naj）한方 3a, f）' nu /<_^0）
+ *、' S V“a前（仰;o广）혀"”a,f）
诺（源,产），

and

D* - S爲；）4以# （昭/）驻（冲/）

丄* 2* 3 l%g（f0；0J”）以，（冲丿「） 
厶 aa,m^ f,广（装0）

也（刀，广）•

Using Eq. （AII-7）, we can easily confirm that

C；/= ―C心，C奶=0
Dg = —Dg D叩=0.

Hence, terms involving £；昂 and &孩，vanish. 
Moreover

s A^e；;f^+S 功疽莓 
心'

=S為浦&+ZB# （彼+M总） /i, ji'
-S（ （&” + 8“0）次打+务膈

Since from （4II-4）

=S S ^（w?（gf、M3a,f、） na /C^O）
+（na, f、）） 잔袒 （M f））
+ Z' S Ug疽（•广0；0尸）篱（*J）
"，자E f、尸3、）

如（彻岗尸）

and from （III-9a）
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、净*na,f）说（球 J”）
=Z〔妃g,jf）+%（&/）〕3* （源,广）

+ 谚

=2S 七（gf）%*（叫3,尸）

+（&, r）旳产（展,广）

-2S k （肅，广）％（泌,須）

we have

S相§& +如6技点；
心' 心'

玖§乱一z E応 a E（"a,f）|2）.fl F M 厂、壬 O,1

Thus the diagonalized form of the Hamiltonian 
（3-13） has been justified.
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